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Abstract
Background: Anticipatory Postural Adjustments (APAs) are importantly affected by age and may
represent restrictions for functional independence. Previous studies have already highlighted some
delayed APAs during self-generated rapid arm movements in aged adults, as well as in cases of non-
optimal aging, such as in frail older adults. In young (Y) adults, it was also previously demonstrated that
changing the postural stability (i.e. seated vs. upright posture) affects the motor planning and APAs.
Considering the clinical relevance of these balance tasks in the functional independence in frail older
adults (FOA), and the lack of literature about this task, the present study aimed to investigate the impact
of these different conditions of postural stability on APAs in FOA.

Methods: In this paper, participants executed an arm-pointing task to reach a diode immediately after it
turned on, under different conditions of stability (seated with and without feet support and in upright
posture).

Results: The main �nding of this study is that the adopted posture and body stabilization in FOA did not
re�ect differences in APAs or kinematic features. In addition, they did not present an optimal APA, since
postural muscles are recruited simultaneously with the deltoid.

Conclusion: Thus, FOA seem to use a single non-optimal motor plan to assist the task performance and
counterbalance perturbation forces, in which they present similar APAs and do not modify their
kinematics features according to the body stabilization (i.e. less challenging task present greater �nger
velocity). 

Background
During arm movements, self-induced body perturbations are expected by the central nervous system
(CNS) and anticipatory strategies are generated[1, 2]both to counteract these perturbations and maintain
dynamic balance but also to create necessary momentums to initiate movements toward the target[3–
5].These strategies are known as anticipatory postural adjustments (APAs) and are programmed as a
feedforward control mechanism, consisting in changes in the activity of postural muscles, 100 to 150 ms
prior to the focal muscle[1].

APAs are importantly affected by age[6–8]and may represent an important restriction for functional
independence in older adults. It was previously described that the amplitude of APAs are comparable
between young and older adult, but aged adults have delayed APAs (even later than the onset of prime
mover muscles)[6, 9–11]. APAs investigation including pathological aging (frailty) in comparison with
normal aging are rare and mostly focused on the Center of Pressure (COP) displacement[12, 13]. Frail
older adults (FOA) present slowed down reaching movements and APAs were delayed and reduced[12,
14]. The posture adopted while performing various types of pointing movements also affect APAs
behavior[15, 16]. Recently, we have demonstrated that when the postural stability is manipulated, young
adults modify their motor planning, changing both the focal movement and the APA features. We
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modi�ed the degrees of postural stability, using two seated postures (with and without feet support) and
a standing posture while subjects performed an arm pointing task. We found an increase of the reaction
time and movement duration when the body was less stabilized (standing posture), which re�ects a more
challenging task and complex motor plan. APAs were present even with the body stable (seated with feet
support), what suggests an additional APA role, independently of the postural stability, beyond the
feedforward control of the other body parts (i.e., to accelerate, or to facilitate the pointing movement)[4].
Therefore, young adults adopt APAs to improve the task performance and kinematic features even with
stabilized body.

Accordingly, the present study is the �rst to investigate if the postural stability manipulation (standing
and sitting) affects APAs in FOA subjects in the same manner as it was previously demonstrated for
healthy subject. FOA are people with increased risk of fall[12, 14], which is linked, among other things,
with the balance function including the management of self-paced perturbations [17]. It is then interesting
to investigate their APA programing, manipulating de body stability, to understand how this population
control of the balance in advance to a predictive perturbation. To address this issue, we utilized an arm-
pointing task paradigm where we instructed the participants to execute the task to reach a diode
immediately after it turned on, under different conditions of stability. We evaluated the sequence of
muscle activation adopted by FOA, among the different positions and body stability context.

We hypothesized that FOA would conserve the same pattern of muscle activation (i.e. sequence of
activation) among the different positions, maintaining the motor plans for the task execution and the
body balance during the movement performed in different equilibrium context. However, we expect that
under stable posture (i.e. seated with feet support) they present less, or no anticipation in the onset of the
postural muscles, related to the focal muscle (deltoids).

Methods

Subjects
A total of 10 FOA (mean ± standard deviation [SD]: 72.8 ± 1.2years; 167.2 ± 6.3 cm; 68.3 ± 6.5 kg)
participated in the present study after giving their written consent. Participants were all males with no
vision, neurological or muscle disorders, and right-handed. FOA were submitted to a geriatrician diagnosis
according to the clinical features of this syndrome [18]. Frailty was de�ned as a clinical syndrome in
which three or more of the following criteria were present: unintentional weight loss, self-reported
exhaustion, weakness, slow walking speed, and low physical activity[18]. The exclusion criteria were
suffering from any neurological syndrome, or peripheral neuropathy, having recent orthopedic or
traumatic injuries (1 year) and/ or cognitive impairments with loss in intellectual capacity that
compromised the understanding and execution of the task. The study was approved by the Ethics
Committee XXX (report #1384907). The subjects were informed about the procedures and have the
written informed consent form agreeing with their participation. All experiments were performed in
accordance with the tenets of Helsinki declaration.
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Experimental set up and Protocol
Three postures were employed aim manipulate the postural stability: (i) Barefooted Upright position; (ii)
seated with their feet on a force platform (Sit Sup); and (iii) seated without their feet support (SitUnsup).
For seated postures, subjects kept 30% of their thigh length in contact to the seat (i.e. from the head of
their femurs to the intra-articular line of their knees). We adjusted the height of the seat to make sure their
feet would not touch the ground in SitUnsup posture and to standardize the ground reaction force (Fz) in
Sit Sup posture (Fig. 1).

Subjects were instructed to point to a central diode attached to a horizontal bar �xed in their front, with
their index �ngers, as soon as it turned on. Protocol followed previous recommendation[4]. Subjects
carried out ten-trial randomized blocks in each posture, with a 5-minute interval between them.

Kinematic and electromyographic recording
Eight re�ective markers were attached to their right upper and lower main joints (i.e. index, wrist, elbow,
shoulder, �fth metatarsal, ankle, knee, and hip) and kinematic data was recorded using a three-
dimensional motion analysis system (Simi Motion) by using three cameras at a 120 Hz sampling
frequency.

The study assessed surface electromyographic (EMG) data, from their dominant-side leg muscles using
disposable self-adhesive electrodes (Medtrace® 200 – Kendall, Canada): tibialis anterior (TA), soleus
(SOL), rectus femoris (RF), semitendinosus (ST) and Deltoids anterior (DEL). Lower limb muscles were
chosen due to its role in the ankle and knee control, especially during sitting without feet support and
previously demonstrated to be related to APAs [4]. Such data were obtained by using two EMG equipment
(EMG System ®, EMG System do Brasil, Brazil), using a sampling rate of 2 KHzper channel and a pass-
band ranging from 20 to 500 Hz. EMG signals were ampli�ed (4.000) and digitized with a 16-bit
resolution. Instrumentation and sensor location followed the international guidelines of the Surface
Electromyography for Non Invasive Assessment of Muscles [19].

Data analysis
All kinematic and EMG analysis were previously described in by the authors[4] and are summarized
bellow.

Kinematic characteristics
Kinematic data referring to axis x, y and z were �ltered by a 10-Hz low-pass, second order Butterworth
�lter. Tzero was de�ned on the �nger trajectory and corresponded as the moment when the tangential
velocity of this marker reached 5% of the maximum velocity [5]. The total movement duration (MD) was
considered the time interval between the Tzero moment and the trial end, when the index �nger stopped
pointing to the LED. Movement velocity (MV) and reaction time (RT) were also evaluated. The differences
of index tangential velocity pro�le in function of participant postures were also calculated. To do so, we
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Results

considered the fraction of movement time required to reach peak velocity, which is known as the ratio of
acceleration time to total movement duration (ACC/MD).

We also evaluated the ankle displacement (AD) by measuring the linear displacement of the ankle marker
in the antero-posterior plane. This was measured to analyze the temporal organization and verify if there
is any kinematic strategy of anticipation of lower limb motion related to the �nger.

EMG data
By using MatLab programs, we synchronized and analyzed data off-line. Every EMG signals were recti�ed
(RMS) and �ltered by a 100-Hz low-pass, second-order Butterworth �lter. Individual trials were displayed
off-line on a monitor screen.

All data were aligned related to Tzero and EMG signals were integrated from − 150 with respect to Tzero
(∫EMG150) in order to quantify anticipatory changes in muscle activity prior movement – what was later
corrected for background activity, de�ned as the integral from − 500 to -450 ms with respect to Tzero
(∫EMG50) as the following:

∫EMG = ∫EMG 150- 3*∫EMG 50
To allow comparisons, integrated EMG (EMGi) data were normalized by the peak muscle activity across
all postures within an experiment for each muscle for each subject [15, 20]. As a result of the
normalization all EMGi data are within the range from + 100 to -100, with the positive values indicating an
activation of the muscle and negative values indicating inhibition. Finally, we calculated the average of
data obtained in each subject’s trials within a series of postures.

We detected muscle latency in a time window ranging from − 450 ms to + 200 ms in relation to Tzero by
using a combination of computer algorithm and visual inspection of the averaged trials. Timing of
activation or deactivation for a speci�c muscle was considered the moment after which, for at least
50 ms, its EMG amplitude was greater (activation) or smaller (deactivation) than the mean of its baseline
value, measured from − 500 to -450 ms, plus or minus 2 SD [15, 20]. After having the onset of each trial,
we calculated the timing of each muscle activation with reference to DEL onset[12]. This EMG synergy
allowed us to clearly identify the muscles involved mainly in APA within each group, without
misinterpreting factors associated with electro-mechanical delays.

Statistical analysis
Statistical procedures were carried out in RStudio (R version 3.3.2, R Core Team (2016). Shapiro-Wilk test
was performed to test the data normality. A repeated-measures ANOVA was performed with body posture
(sitting with support, sitting without support and standing) as factor. Post-hoc analyses were done with
Tukey HSD tests when necessary. For all these statistical treatments, the signi�cance level was set at p < 
0.05.
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Kinematic characteristics
Table 1 summarizes kinematic characteristics. Finger displacement showed a similar RT, MD, MV and
ACC/MD among the three postures in FOA, revealing that temporal parameters of upper-limb movements
were not affected by postural conditions, and their spatial features remained similar.

Table 1
Comparison between Kinematic parameters.

Posture Reaction Time
(ms)

Movement duration
(ms)

Velocity
(m/s)

Acceleration time/ Movement
duration

SitSup 532.87 (44.51) 747.84(39.85) 3.47(0.5) 0.36(0.04)

SitUnsup 568.65 (44.34) 772.00(65.28) 3.62(0.4) 0.37(0.04)

Up 571.41 (3.13) 760.99(25.68) 3.08(0.3) 0.36(0.03)

Mean values kinematic parameters. Values are given as mean (SD). Postures: Sit Unsup (Sit without
support); Sit Sup (Sit with feet support) and Up (Upright position).

 

Muscle Activation Timing between postures
Simultaneously activation was observed between all the postural muscles recorded in FOA (Fig. 2). In
addition, no organized order between proximal and distal lower limb muscles showed up and posture
effect was observed on muscles Onset.

Muscle Activation Magnitude in the APAs period between
postures
Table 2 summarizes normalized integrated electromyographic activity (EMGi). SOL, TA and RF showed
similar behavior and presented no relevant posture effects among the three postures. ST showed a main
posture effect [F(2, 2.54) = 0.016] and the post-hoc test showed the highest APA integral in the SitUnsup
posture, compared to the others (p < 0.05).
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Table 2
Comparison between normalized integrated electromyographic activity (EMGi).

Posture TA(%) SOL(%) RF(%) ST(%)

SitSup 14.59(10.19) -8.14 (3.20) 11.99(5.71) 8.84 (5.95)

SitUnsup 18.51 (27.891) -6.04(3.76) 10.45 (5.03) 31.53 (13.99)*

Up 13.01(7.96) -7.75 (3.73) 7.98 (4.19) 9.83 (4.76)

Normalized integrated electromyographic activity (EMGi) of muscles Mean values integral parameters
(%). Values are given as mean (SD). * p < 0.005 difference between Sit UnSup and the two other
postures.

 

Temporal organization of �nger and knee displacements
Figure 3 displays the ankle forward/backward trajectory, relating it to upward �nger displacement. We
observed that subjects sat with no foot support adopted a backward displacement of their ankles after
�nger displacement and had no anticipation related to the focal movement. It suggests a synergic pattern
of lower-upper limbs that follows the movement of the arms with no APAs.

Discussion
In this paper, we aimed to investigate the APAs features in FOA subjects when the condition of stability is
modi�ed by the adopted posture to realize a pointing task. Our main �nding showed that the
manipulation of the equilibrium context did not re�ect modi�cations for the subjects, neither in the
kinematic features to execute the task, nor in the motor plans (i.e. APAs). Besides the subjects conserved
the same pattern of muscle activation among the different positions, no differences showed up in APAs
under different equilibrium context. Indeed, FOA presented no anticipation in the onset of the postural
muscles and similar kinematic performance in the task execution, what represents ine�cient APAs .

Kinematic features of the upper limb
Kinematic data revealed that FOA faced similar di�culty to perform the pointing task in the different
postures, since no increasing in RT, MD, MV or modi�cation in the velocity pro�le was observed. These
parameters are classically described as indicators of higher index of task di�culty when RT and MD are
increased and ACC/MD decreased[21]. These results mean that no adaptation related to the postural
stability was adopted by FOA to facilitate the task. This behavior is interesting since it was previously
demonstrated that, in healthy subjects, kinematic features are commonly modulated according to their
stability constraint. In the literature, healthy adults presented, higher RT and MD and longer deceleration
duration of the pointing movement when adopting the less stable posture [4]. It seems that for healthy
adults, equilibrium constraints were considered to plan the movement and provoked greater di�culty to
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plan the task (i.e. smaller peak of velocity), acting as a subtask (balance). In our paper, FOA seemed to
have greater di�culty, no matter the stability manipulation, and no differences regarding the stability
were taken into account to plan the task.

Muscles activation features
Our results support the hypothesis that FOA conserved the same motor programming among the different
positions, as the CNS was more focused on the accuracy and execution of the task than in the postural
preparation. As a consequence, they presented a global activation, with almost no selectivity, and
postural muscles started activating synchronized to DEL. Contrary to what was previously reported in
healthy subjects, no APAs were observed independently of the posture adopted and no speci�c order of
activation between the proximal and distal lower limb muscles could be described. In young adults,
previous results demonstrated that an unstable posture (i.e. Upright position) was associated with APAs
in a different pattern compared to sitting posture. Distal leg muscles (SOL and TA) followed the proximal
thigh muscles (ST and RF) in Up posture was described in this population while a reverse order showed
up under seated posture. This may be attributed to the pelvis stabilization in seated postural chain, where
ST acts as knee �exor instead of hip extensor. Indeed, a simultaneous upward �nger (during the pointing
task) and forward ankle displacement was previously demonstrated in healthy young and it was
proposed as a strategy to facilitate the movement [4]. Considering this, we may say that FOA have lost
this programing ability, what could be demonstrated by the kinematic and EMG data. In fact, we observed
that no muscle was affected by the posture stability and no strategy of simultaneous or anticipated
upward �nger (arm) and forward ankle displacement showed up. These remarks may explain the less
e�cient kinematic pro�le adopted by this population no matter the posture stability.

We observed that distal muscles presented activation of TA and deactivation of SOL during APA interval,
as previous described by Fautrelle et al [22], while the proximal muscles, RF and ST activated. However,
the magnitude of this activation/deactivation was only directly affected by the postural stability in ST.
Higher APAs magnitude were previously demonstrated in healthy subjects under more unstable
constraints[4]. In FOA, however, only ST suffered a postural effect whit higher EMGi in SitUnsup posture
when compared to both Up and SitSup postures. This may be related to the backward ankle
displacement, as a reactive event to the beginning of upper limb the movement.

In summary, contrarily to previously described in healthy subjects, who presented different APAs patterns
under different stability levels, in FOA the adopted posture and body stabilization did not re�ect
differences in APAs or kinematic features.

Our study has a potential limitation. When we calculated the activation rate for each muscle in each
posture (which corresponded to the percentage of trials showing signi�cant muscle activation), FOA
presented an average of only 45% of trials with burst (i.e. onset in APA period). This average means that
APAs was not present in the majority of trials and one can speculate about the consistence of data. On
the other hand, we believe that this strongly reinforce the lack and ine�ciency in FOA to adopt
anticipatory strategies when the body is destabilized.
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Understanding the de�cits of APAs and its consequences on postural control in FOA population is
important for clinical implications in daily living activities management and in rehabilitation programs as
aged patients usually fall when moving (dynamic equilibrium) rather than during orthostatic equilibrium.

Conclusion
The ine�cient postural adjustments we found illustrate a decrease in the predictive abilities that occur
with pathological aging. The frail older adults, as well as less e�cient to perform hand movement, may
be less precise to predict the disturbance associated with it and to initiate postural compensations before
the arm begins to move. The results of this study are consistent with this interpretation. Considering this,
further studies may investigate how speci�c training could improve postural stability in FOA patients.

Abbreviations
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Figure 1

Experimental pointing task. View of experimental set-up for the task displaying a subject in �nal posture
and the diode of the bar, placed precisely in front of each subject’s right shoulder. Participants were asked
to point their index �nger to the diode, as soon as it turned on. We thank Bruno Giovanni Afonso da Silva
for drawing the �gure.

Figure 1

Experimental pointing task. View of experimental set-up for the task displaying a subject in �nal posture
and the diode of the bar, placed precisely in front of each subject’s right shoulder. Participants were asked
to point their index �nger to the diode, as soon as it turned on. We thank Bruno Giovanni Afonso da Silva
for drawing the �gure.
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Figure 2

Lower limb muscles’ latency related to deltoids onset. Up: Upright posture; SitSup: Sit posture + foot
contact support; SitUnsup: Sit unsupported posture; Muscles: ST: Semitendinosus; RF: Rectus Femoris;
SOLSoleous; TA: Tibialis Anterior. Data expressed by black line = median ; box = 25 and 75 percentiles ;
whiskers = min and max values.
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Figure 2

Lower limb muscles’ latency related to deltoids onset. Up: Upright posture; SitSup: Sit posture + foot
contact support; SitUnsup: Sit unsupported posture; Muscles: ST: Semitendinosus; RF: Rectus Femoris;
SOLSoleous; TA: Tibialis Anterior. Data expressed by black line = median ; box = 25 and 75 percentiles ;
whiskers = min and max values.
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Figure 3

Kinematic synergy of a subject recorded while carrying out a single trial. Signals were plotted according
to the raw time of their total movement. Up: Upright posture; SitSup: Sat posture with foot contact
support; SitUnsup: Sat unsupported posture (no foot contact on the �oor).
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Figure 3

Kinematic synergy of a subject recorded while carrying out a single trial. Signals were plotted according
to the raw time of their total movement. Up: Upright posture; SitSup: Sat posture with foot contact
support; SitUnsup: Sat unsupported posture (no foot contact on the �oor).
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